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Abstract 
Most late policies involve some type of initial large deduction when an assignment 
is late, followed by subsequent deductions around a certain interval. In many cases, 
instructors will select 24 hours as their interval. While this type of late policy is 
common, it can be criticized for being too punitive. Moreover, large intervals can 
encourage students to hold on to their assignments longer than necessary, increas-
ing the possibility that students receive a second large deduction. To address some 
of these issues, I share my experience of using one-point deductions for each hour 
an assignment is late. 
Keywords: Late policy, syllabus, late assignments, deducting points 
Late polices are a common feature of syllabi (Sulik and Keys 2014) 
and are sought out by students on the first day of class (Becker and 
Calhoon 1999). Policies vary, with some prohibiting late work (e.g., 
Campana and Peterson 2013, p. 64) or forgiving a single assignment 
(e.g., Atkinson and Lowney 2016, 23-25). Perhaps the most common 
late policy administers a significant initial deduction such as 10 points 
followed by subsequent deductions of 10 points for each additional 
24 hours an assignment is late, which I will call the 10/24 late policy. 
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One of the big issues with late policies is fairness. The rationale for a 
large initial deduction seems predicated on punitive deterrence. How-
ever, Close (1994) argues that fair grading should focus less on punish-
ment and behavioral inducements than having scores reflect content 
mastery. The grading equity of the 10/24 late policy can also be ques-
tioned because a paper submitted 10 minutes late receives the same 
deduction as a paper submitted 1,400 minutes late. Additionally, given 
that students are more tempted to cheat when they feel intense time 
demands (Jones 2011; Simkin and McLeod 2010), we should be mind-
ful of how initial steep deductions might incentivize student cheating. 
There is no perfect late policy, but I find using a one-point deduc-
tion hourly interval late policy mitigates these concerns. If an as-
signment is due by Noon, I would deduct one point starting at 1:00 
PM, and deduct a total of three points for a 3:30PM submission. The 
hourly clock runs uninterrupted for 100 hours (roughly four days), 
when the assignment becomes a zero. Interestingly, the 10/24 system 
would only deduct 50 points for the same four-day late assignment. 
However, in practice, the hourly interval system tends to be less puni-
tive because in my experience late work is often submitted minutes or 
hours past the deadline, rather than days. In an addition to being less 
punitive, the running meter aspect of the hourly interval encourages 
students to submit late work as soon as possible, rather than working 
on it right up to the next 24-hour deadline, which increases the risk 
for another large deduction. To be clear, this example assumes an as-
signment is worth 100 points. If the assignment was worth 10 points, 
one could simply subtract .10 points for each hour late (e.g., an assign-
ment that was 3 hours late could have a maximum score of 9.7 points). 
One might worry that this system leads to increased late work. Us-
ing this system for three years and across many classes, I have seen 
no meaningful increase in late work. I think this is because no student 
wants to lose points (however small), so students will still strive to 
be punctual. However, the system does have a real impact on student 
grades, because instead of a student losing 20 points in a semester for 
turning in a couple of assignments one hour late, the same student 
would now only lose two points. Importantly, students seem to view 
this system as being more equitable as well, as I have received no com-
plaints from students about this policy. Overall, I find that a one-point 
deduction at hourly intervals is enough incentive for students while 
still minimizing equity problems associated with the 10/24 late policy. 
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